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INTR ODUCTION

T HE T HR E E PAT H S TO HOL I NE S S
Welcome to Bishop Robert Barron’s look at the journey to sanctity. This guide is designed to help
you apply to your life what you will learn from Bishop Barron’s look at the Catholic Tradition. The
aim is to help you study, reflect upon, and act in obedience to the will of God in Christ. You will
have the chance to dig into the Catholic Tradition and grapple with Scripture and the Church’s
teaching as it is summarized in the Catechism of the Catholic Church. You will also be able to use
the materials provided in Bishop Barron’s presentation in order to assess and enhance your life as a
disciple of Jesus Christ.
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Throughout the study, you will be asked to reference different Bible verses and passages. We
recommend the New American Bible or the Revised Standard Version, or you can also use another
acceptable Catholic translation. To answer the questions, you will need to refer to the Catechism of
the Catholic Church, which can be purchased at your local bookstore or found online at:
www.scborromeo.org/ccc.htm. In addition, you will be given various resources as opportunities for
further study that will relate to the discussion.
Over the course of this study, we will be taking a look at the teaching of the Catholic Church
concerning the three paths to holiness: finding the center in Christ Jesus; knowing you are a sinner
in need of Christ’s healing; and the third, that your life is not about you as the Lord created you for
a particular mission.
All of us are called to be holy. The Greek Fathers of the Church taught that the entire purpose of
the Christian life was to make us, not simply better people, but to make us divine, to conform us
to a participation in the life of the Trinity. Being holy, burning with the fire of God’s own life, is the
point.
Soon after his conversion to Catholicism, the young Thomas Merton was talking with his friend
Robert Lax, also a recent convert. Lax said to Merton, “Tom, what do you want to be?”
A bit surprised and befuddled, Merton responded, “Well, I guess I want to be a good Catholic.” Lax
fired back: “No, that’s not it. You should want to be a saint!” Merton said that this strange answer
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changed his life: from that moment on, he knew that Christianity was not
primarily a matter of getting his ideas straight, but rather getting his life straight.
Saints are friends of God. And friendship with God — not simply worship,
discipleship, seeking, or ethical uprightness — but real intimacy with God
entails a giving of self that mirrors the radicality of God’s own gift of self in
Christ. The point of the Christian life is to be holy with the very holiness of
God, and this means conformity with a love unto death.

OPPORT UNIT IE S
FOR ADDIT IONAL ST UDY
In The Strangest Way: Walking the Christian Path (Orbis, 2002), Bishop
Robert Barron lays out in much greater detail the three basic paths of the
spiritual life he considers on this DVD: “Finding the Center,” “Knowing
You Are A Sinner,” and “Realizing Your Life is Not About You.” He also
provides practical approaches to enhance your journey along these three
paths.
Bishop Barron’s thesis revolves around this question: “Is Christianity a
bland, domesticated religion, unthreatening and easy to grasp? Or is it
the most exotic, unexpected, and uncanny of the religious paths?” For
the mystics and saints—and for Bishop Barron who discovered the paths
of Christianity through them—it is surely the strangest way. “At its
very center,” writes Bishop Barron, “is a God who comes after us with a
reckless abandon, breaking open his own heart in love in order to include
us in the rhythm of his own life.”
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1. Read Matthew 6:25-33. How does Jesus see the difference between a person focused on the
cares of this world and a saint? Do saints have any interest in the things of this world?
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QUEST ION S FOR U N DE R S TA N DI NG

2. What is “salvation”? From what and for what are we being saved? What is the goal of the
Christian life? What are some of the “so many and such great means of salvation” that
strengthen the faithful? (CCC 602, 825)
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3. Read Matthew 5:43-48. To what qualities does Jesus link his understanding
of perfection? How does his commandment here surpass the old law? Read
Romans 13:9-10. How does Paul see the relationship between love and the
law?

4. What is the very first thing Jesus says to inaugurate his public ministry?
Why do you think this is the first thing he says? What does it mean?
(Matt 4:17; CCC 1430-1432)
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5. Read John 13:1-15. How does Jesus model for us the fact that “it’s not about you”? What does
this passage reveal about sanctity?

QUES T ION S FOR A P P L IC AT ION
1. The scriptural passage of 2 Peter 1:4 tells us that Christ has made us “partakers in the divine
nature,” and Ephesians 4:12-16 tells us that God gives us gifts “for building up the body of
Christ, until we all attain to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God...
Speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in every way into him who is the head, into Christ,
from whom the whole body, joined and knit together by every joint with which it is supplied,
when each is working properly, makes bodily growth and builds itself up in love.” How do
you see yourself “growing up every way into him who is the head”? Where might you need to
experience more growth?
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2. What’s the difference between being a Christian and being a saint?

Which is your goal and why?

3. Have you known a person who was saintly? What was he/she like?

How has he/she influenced you?
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We tend to think of sins as things we do (sins of commission). Have you ever experienced
the tragedy of a missed opportunity to obey God (a sin of omission)? How did this affect or
change you and your attitude toward holiness?
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4. Bishop Barron quotes Leon Bloy’s remark,“The only tragedy in life is not to be a saint.”

OP P ORT UNIT IE S
FOR ADDIT IONAL ST UDY
Thomas Merton’s The Seven Storey Mountain is one of the great spiritual autobiographies
of the 20th Century. Using the image of Mount Purgatory from Dante Alighieri’s
classic poem, The Divine Comedy, Merton traces the story of his quest for God, which
led to his conversion to the Catholic faith at age 23. He left behind a promising literary
career and resigned as a teacher of English literature to enter the Abbey of Our Lady of
Gethsemani in Kentucky on December 10, 1941.
His description of that moment is poignant:
“…So Brother Matthew locked the gate behind me, and I was enclosed in the four walls
of my new freedom.” The Seven Storey Mountain was published in 1948 and quickly
became a bestseller in a world still reeling from the shock of World War II and acutely
aware of the need for God’s help in the face of human evil.
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NO TE S:
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